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Abstract: Pores have long been regarded as undesirable in the search for the perfect ceramic. The              
deleterious role of pores on mechanical properties notwithstanding, porosity has now become important, 
even critical, in expanding the utility of ceramic materials. In addition to lowering density, pores have      
become the conduits for fuels and reaction products in fuel and electrolysis cells. They serve as the size  
limiter in filtration, the source of high surface area for catalysts, and the path for cell growth in biomedical 
implants. In this presentation, strategies for producing various pore structures in oxide and carbide          
ceramics are explored. One approach, built on the fundamentals of solidification, is directional freeze    
casting or ice-templating, in which a fluid, upon freezing, pushes ceramic particles or preceramic polymers 
aside and serves as a sacrificial template for the pore   network. Pore size, fraction, and distribution, as well 
as connectivity and tortuosity of porous systems, all vital for understanding pore effects on material     
properties, are evaluated using porosimetry, microscopy, and 3D images produced using synchrotron           
X-rays. Pore network-property relations, necessary for understanding filtration and deformation, are also 
discussed with respect to applications for pathogen capture, bioprocessing, and shape memory functional 
ceramics. 
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